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1. Introducción. 
Muchas preguntas surgen cuando un estudiante decide solicitar una beca          
ERASMUS: "¿qué ciudad / país debería elegir?, ¿en qué universidad debería estudiar?,            
¿qué idioma debe utilizar para comunicarse?, ¿podrá pagar en euros?". Etc. 
 
Una vez que el futuro estudiante ERASMUS ya ha elegido su destino, entonces             
surgirán otro tipo de preguntas, esta vez más concretas: "¿necesita que comprar un             
abono transporte de temporada?, ¿dónde puede comprarlo?, ¿tendrá que abrir una           
cuenta en un banco?, ¿dónde podría ir a comer?, ¿dónde puede conocer a otros              
estudiantes ERASMUS?, ¿dónde puede divertirse?, ¿cuáles son las principales         
atracciones turísticas de la ciudad?, ¿dónde se encuentran las estaciones de tren y de              
autobuses?, ¿alguien ha estado aquí antes como estudiante Erasmus? ', Etc. 
 
Existen múltiples web en Internet que responderán a todas estas preguntas, pero los             
estudiantes generalmente se sienten perdidos y no saben cómo comenzar su búsqueda.            
Para darles el primer impulso a su experiencia ERASMUS decidimos crear esta            
aplicación web, "erasmuslife". Esta aplicación ayudará a un estudiante ERASMUS a           
decidir dónde puede ir a estudiar y también, lo ayudará en su adaptación a su nueva                
ciudad de residencia. 
 
Nuestra aplicación ofrece las siguientes opciones para un estudiante ERASMUS: 
 
● Podrá comunicarse con otros estudiantes ERASMUS a través de un foro, aquí            
planteará sus dudas que serán resueltas por otros estudiantes ERAMUS y a su             
vez, podrá resolver las preguntas de otros estudiantes o simplemente compartir           
sus experiencias. 
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● Podrá obtener información sobre sus estudios, qué universidades ofrecen su          
especialidad, dónde se encuentran, qué idioma se habla en ese país, qué moneda             
se usa allí, etc. 
 
● Podrá obtener información relacionada con restaurantes, bares, museos, teatros,         
etc. de una ciudad determinada, y podrá agregar nuevos contenidos a la ciudad             
(es decir, los lugares que le gustan) y valorarlos mediante un sistema de             
puntuación / marcado. 
 
Por tanto, serán los propios estudiantes ERASMUS los que vayan ampliando la            
información que se muestra en la página, ya que son los que tienen la información de                
primera mano al informar a otros usuarios de su experiencia ERASMUS. 
 
Para administrar los contenidos de nuestra aplicación web, hemos creado dos roles            
de usuario: usuario normal y usuario administrador. El usuario con la función de             
administrador podrá agregar, modificar y borrar la información de los registros de la             
base de datos. Además, actuará como moderador del foro, no permitiendo ataques            
personales entre usuarios, pudiendo eliminar mensajes dañinos e incluso dar de baja            
usuarios con un comportamiento inadecuado. 
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1. Introduction 
Many questions arise when students decide to apply for an ERASMUS scholarship:            
‘which city/country should he choose?, in which university might he study?, which            
language must he use/learn?, will he be able to pay in Euros?’ Etc.  
 
Once the ERASMUS student already has chosen his destination, then another kind            
of questions will arise, this time more particular ones: ‘Does he have to buy a season                
transport ticket?, where can he buy it?, will he need to open a bank account?, where                
might he go to have lunch?, where can he meet other foreign students? Where can he                
chill out partying?, which are the main tourist attractions of the city?, where are the train                
stations and the bus station located? Has someone been here as an Erasmus student              
before?’, etc. 
 
There are multiple webs in Internet, that will answer all these questions, but students              
usually feel lost and don’t know how to start their search. In order to give them the first                  
push for their ERASMUS experience we decided to create this Web application,            
"erasmuslife". This application will help an ERASMUS student to decide where can he             
go to study and also, will help him in his adaptation his new city of residence.  
Our application offers the following options to a student ERASMUS: 
 
● An ERASMUS student will be able to communicate with other          
ERASMUS students through a forum, here he will be able to pose his             
questions, he will be able to solve other student’s questions or simply            
share his experiences. 
● An ERASMUS student will be able to obtain information about his           
studies, which universities offer his major, where they are located, what           
language is spoken in that country, which currency is used there, etc.. 
● An ERASMUS student will be able to obtain information related to           
restaurants, bars, museums, theatres, etc. of a given city, and he will be             
able to add new contents to the city (i.e: places he likes) and value to               
them by means of a scoring/marking system. 
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 To manage the contents of our web application, we have created two user roles:              
normal user and an admininistrator user. The user with the administrator role will be              
able to add, modify and delete database registers information. Besides, he will act as              
forum moderator, not allowing personal attacks between users, being able to eliminate            
polluted messages and even send off users with bad behaviour.  
 
Our application is available in the following website URL: 
 
 http://erasmuslife.espaciogratis.info 
 
In order to log into our application for the first time, users will have to complete a                 
registration form. Right now we are under construction stage so in order to simulate the               
application’s functionalities for an administration role user we can type "admin" both in             
the user and in the password text boxes. 
 
2. Objectives 
 
The main goal of this project is to design and implement a Web application. On the                
one hand, this Web application will be able to manage information related to students,              
countries, cities, universities... on the other hand, it will be able to manage the messages               
within our forum.  
 
We will follow three main stages:  
● Database design 
● Database Management Systems (DBMS) design 
● Website implementation 
 
The kick-off step is choosing the programming languages, since we will develop our             
web application with them. For this reason, the first section of our project shows a               
comparison of the existing programming languages.  
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3. Web development languages 
 
3.1. PHP 
 
PHP (Hypertext Preprocessor) is a server side scripting language, i.e., that runs on             
the server to create dynamic pages (DHTML). The customer only receives an HTML             
page with the code resulting from the implementation of PHP, so it is compatible with               
all browsers.  
 
3.1.1. Advantages and disadvantages 
 
Advantages: 
 
● Easy to learn.  
● Similar in syntax to C and Perl.  
● It supports some object-orientation like the creation of classes and          
inheritance.  
● Excellent support access to databases (MySQL, Access, Oracle,        
PostgreeSQL ...).  
● Checking and validating the parameters needed for an operation of a page is             
not done on both the server and the client side (as is done with javaScript) .                
This can prevent malicious manipulations.  
● It is multiplatform; it works on all platforms that support Apache.  
● It's free software. It is available on the website and its code is available under               
the GPL license. 
 
Disadvantages: 
 
● All work is done on the server so that a large number of petition them may                
the system.  
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● Readability of the code may be affected by mixing HTML and judgments            
PHP.  
● The object-orientation is still very poor for large applications but in later            
versions is working to eliminate this problem.  
 
In [PHP] we can find a downloadable manual for this language as well as recent               
news and developments. 
 
3.1.2. PHP Vs. ASP 
 
ASP (Active Server Pages) is from Microsoft and is used with IIS (Internet             
Information Server) that runs on Microsoft Servers, therefore, it is not free (this is the               
main difference). Like PHP, ASP is encapsulated in an html script language. 
 
Its operation are similar to PHP, both running on the server side sending the client               
only html. 
 
If we do a comparison between both languages, we can establish the following critical              
aspects: 
 
● Cost:  
 
To run ASP programs we need to have IIS installed on a Windows platform server,               
which is not free. PHP programs run on Linux, which is free. Even the connectivity of                
the database is expensive in the case of ASP as MS-SQL is a Microsoft product that                
needs to be purchased. PHP generally uses MySQL, which is freely available. 
 
● Speed: 
If we compare the speed of ASP and PHP then PHP has the upper hand. PHP code                 
runs faster than ASP. ASP is built on COM based architecture, which is an overhead for                
the server whereas PHP code runs in its own memory space. 
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 ● Platform Compatibility: 
PHP programs can run on various platforms like Linux, Unix, Windows and Solaris             
whereas ASP is mainly associated with Windows platforms. However, ASP can run on             
a Linux platform with ASP-Apache installed on the server.  
● Additional Costs: 
Many of the tools used in PHP are free (zero cost) and since PHP is open source a                  
lot of code can be found in open source forums. PHP has inbuilt features like ftp, email                 
from a web page or even encryption mechanisms but in ASP such features are not built                
in and some additional components are required. Therefore an additional cost is            
incurred for such components.  
● Base Language: 
PHP is based on C++ language and the syntax used in PHP is quite similar to                
C/C++. C/C++ is still considered the best programming language by many programmers            
and people who love this language would surely feel more comfortable with the syntax              
of PHP. ASP on the other hand has a more Visual Basic kind of syntax that again is                  
closely related to only Microsoft products. So, it depends on a person-to-person which             
language he or she is comfortable  
● Database Connectivity: 
PHP, being extremely flexible, can connect to various databases, the most popular            
being MySQL. ASP mainly uses MS-SQL.  
3.2. Standard SQL 
SQL (Structured Query Language) is a programming language for querying,          
modifying data and managing databases. SQL was standardized first by the ANSI and             
later by the ISO. Most database management systems implement a majority of one of              
these standards and add their proprietary extensions. SQL allows the retrieval, insertion,            
updating, and deletion of data. A database management system also includes           
management and administrative functions. 
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Is a declarative language, i.e. they are not established procedures, only orders            
executed on the server, this also often classified as an imperative language.  
 
3.3. Web development standards 
 
3.3.1. HTML standards 
HTML was originally developed by Tim Berners-Lee while working at CERN, and            
popularized by the Mosaic browser developed at NCSA. During the course of the 1990s              
it has blossomed with the explosive growth of the Web. During this time, HTML has               
been extended in a number of ways. The Web depends on Web page authors and               
vendors sharing the same conventions for HTML. This has motivated joint work on             
specifications for HTML.  
HTML 2.0 (November 1995) was developed under the aegis of the Internet            
Engineering Task Force (IETF) to codify common practice in late 1994. HTML+ (1993)             
and HTML 3.0 (1995) proposed much richer versions of HTML. Despite never            
receiving consensus in standards discussions, these drafts led to the adoption of a range              
of new features. The efforts of the World Wide Web Consortium's HTML Working             
Group to codify common practice in 1996 resulted in HTML 3.2 (January 1997). 
Most people agree that HTML documents should work well across different           
browsers and platforms. Achieving interoperability lowers costs to content providers          
since they must develop only one version of a document. If the effort is not made, there                 
is much greater risk that the Web will devolve into a proprietary world of incompatible               
formats, ultimately reducing the Web's commercial potential for all participants.  
Each version of HTML has attempted to reflect greater consensus among industry            
players so that the investment made by content providers will not be wasted and that               
their documents will not become unreadable in a short period of time.  
HTML has been developed with the vision that all manner of devices should be able               
to use information on the Web: PCs with graphics displays of varying resolution and              
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color depths, cellular telephones, hand held devices, devices for speech for output and             
input, computers with high or low bandwidth, and so on (see [HTML]). 
3.3.1.1. HTML 4 and HTML 4.01  
 
HTML 4.0 extends HTML with mechanisms for style sheets, scripting, frames,           
embedding objects, improved support for right to left and mixed direction text, richer             
tables, and enhancements to forms, offering improved accessibility for people with           
disabilities. 
 
HTML 4.01 is a revision of HTML 4.0 that corrects errors and makes some changes               
since the previous revision. 
 
As the Web community grows and its members diversify in their abilities and skills,              
it is crucial that the underlying technologies be appropriate to their specific needs.             
HTML has been designed to make Web pages more accessible to those with physical              
limitations. Therefore, HTML 4.01 standard will be used to develop our website (see             
[HTML4]). 
 
3.3.2. CSS standards: CSS2 
This specification defines Cascading Style Sheets, level 2 (CSS2). CSS2 is a style             
sheet language that allows authors and users to attach style (e.g., fonts, spacing, and              
aural cues) to structured documents (e.g., HTML documents and XML applications). By            
separating the presentation style of documents from the content of documents, CSS2            
simplifies Web authoring and site maintenance.  
CSS2 builds on CSS1 and, with very few exceptions; all valid CSS1 style sheets are               
valid CSS2 style sheets. CSS2 supports media-specific style sheets so that authors may             
tailor the presentation of their documents to visual browsers, aural devices, printers,            
handheld devices, etc. This specification also supports content positioning,         
downloadable fonts, table layout, features for internationalization, automatic counters         
and numbering, and some properties related to user interface (see [CSS2]).  
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 4. Design and creation of databases 
 
In the design of our database we have followed a specific methodology which             
consists in three stages: 
 
● Conceptual Design: In this stage must find answers to the questions; “what            
should we represent?” i.e., which requirements should the logical model          
provide, and “how can we represent them?” i.e., which entities, attributes           
and relationships we must define to meet these needs. To answer these            
questions we developed the ER diagram (Entities and Relations Diagram). 
● Logical Design: This stage involves the transformation of our ER diagram           
into a relational schema (tables). This relational schema is used by the            
database manager to create our database. 
● Physical Design: It consists of the database physical implementatio, i.e.,          
once the tables and their content have been defined, we must express it in an               
appropriate language so that the database manager can understand it. In our            
case, we use SQL language. 
 
Entities, attributes and interrelationship brief explanation: 
 
We understand each entity as a data object that can refer to something concrete              
(a university degree, a student, etc. ...).  
 
We understand attribute as a data object that belongs to an entity. An attribute              
has an assigned value and can be used like operating in an arithmetical operation,              
Boolean, etc. 
 
We understand interrelationship as two or more entities are related to one            
another.  
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4.1. Conceptual design  
 
Our application should include the following data requirements: 
 
● Country. 
We must collect data relevant to the countries that are affiliated to Erasmus             
scholarships. Therefore, we have defined the entity “Country”. This entity will contain            
all information relating to an European ERASMUS member country. 
Its attributes are: id_country, language, currency and website. The next table            
shows these attributes with a brief description: 
 
FIELD DESCRIPTION 
Id_country This attribute refers to the country within the application’s scope. 
Name Country name. 
Language Main spoken Language in the country. 
Currency Local currency 
Website Country oficial website  
 
● City. 
 
We must store the relevant and essential information of the cities; therefore, we             
must also store the country to which they belong. We have defined the entity “City” that                
will contain all information relating to a city.  
 
Its attributes are: id_city, id_country and name. The next table shows these            
attributes with a brief description: 
 
FIELD DESCRIPTION 
Id_city This attribute refers to the city within the application’s scope. 
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Id_country This attribute refers to the country within the application’s scope 
Name This attribute is used to show if the city has underground or not (at              
present time) 
 
 
● Restaurant 
This entity stores all the information that describes and characterizes a           
restaurant. Its attributes are: id_rest, id_city, name, address, menu, score, n_votes and            
website. The next table shows these attributes with a brief description: 
 
FIELD DESCRIPTION 
id_rest This attribute refers to the restaurant within the application’s scope 
Id_city This attribute refers to the city within the application’s scope. 
Name This attribute refers to the restaurant’s name. 
Address This attribute refers to the restaurant’s address. 
Menu This attribute is used to show if the restaurant has got a menu or not. 
Score This attribute is used to show the restaurant’s user score/mark  
N_Votes This attribute is used to show the total number of user’s votes. 
Website Restaurant’s website. 
 
● Bar 
This entity stores all information that describes and characterizes a bar. Its            
attributes are: id_bar, id_city, name, address, score, n_votes. The next table shows these             
attributes with a brief description: 
 
FIELD DESCRIPTION 
id_bar This attribute refers to the bar within the application’s scope 
Id_city This attribute refers to the bar’s city within the application’s scope 
Name This attribute refers to the bar’s name. 
Address This attribute refers to the bar’s address. 
Score This attribute is used to show the bar’s given score/mark. 
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N_Votes This attribute is used to show the total number of user’s votes. 
Website Bar’s website 
 
● University 
This entity stores all information that describes and characterizes a university. Its            
attributes are: id_univ, id_city, name and website. The next table shows these attributes             
with a brief description: 
. 
FIELD DESCRIPTION 
id_univ This attribute refers to the university within the application’s scope 
Id_city This attribute refers to the university city within the application’s          
scope 
Name University name. 
Website University’s Website. 
 
● University degree 
This entity stores all information that describes and characterizes a university           
degree. Its attributes are: id_deg, id_univ and name. The next table shows these             
attributes and a brief description: 
 
FIELD DESCRIPTION 
id_deg This attribute is refers to the university degree within the application 
id_univ This attribute refers to the university within the application 
Name University degree name. 
 
● Student 
This entity will store all the information related to the registered users in our              
application (name, login, password...). 
Its attributes are id_stud, id_deg, login, password, name, email, registration          
date. The next table shows these attributes and a brief description: 
 
FIELD DESCRIPTION 
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id_stud This attribute refers to the student within the application’s scope 
Id_deg This attribute refers to the university degree within the application 
Login This attribute refers to the student within the application 
Password Password 
Name This attribute is used to refer to the real name user. 
Email This attribute refers to the user’s email 
Registration_date This attribute refers to the date when the user first registered in the             
system. 
 
● Message 
 
Users can communicate through a forum and we have to store all information             
related to a message. 
Its attributes are id_mess, id_stud, title, message, answers, identifier,         
last_message. The next table shows these attributes and a brief description. 
 
FIELD DESCRIPTION 
id_mess This attribute refers to the message within the application. 
Id_stud This attribute refers to the student within the application. 
Title Message title. 
Message Text that represents the message. 
Answers Number of responses received for this message. 
Identifier When a message is a response from another, use this attribute to            
store the identifier of the original message. 
Last_message Last message date. 
 
 
The ER diagram for our database would be: 
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Image 4.1.1 E/R Diagram Erasmus 
 
 
4.2. Logical design  
At this point we have to define the necessary tables, generally corresponding to             
each of the entities defined in the previous paragraph.  
It also defines the fields that act as indexes (PRIMARY KEY), to prevent storing              
two registers (rows) that are exactly alike. As discussed above, an index can be a single                
field or a combination of several fields, in this last case, we call them multiple indexes.                
Primary keys are all marked in red. 
Our tables are therefore the following: 
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 4.3. Physical design  
At this point transform the ER diagram of point 4.1 to SQL sentences.  
The first sentence is:  
                                       create database erasmus 
 
This sentence creates a directory with the name erasmus within ‘/ mysql / data’,              
which is the directory where you create all the databases. Both the user and the group of                 
this directory is mysql (default).  
 
Once you have created this directory, MySQL will store the data and structure of the               
tables that will be created here.  
 
For each table that we create MySQL creates three files:  
● A file which stores the data, with the extension .ISD.  
● A file which stores the indexes, with the extension .ISM.  
● A file which stores the structure, with the extension .FRM.  
Once the database is created, we must specify we are going to work with the               
‘erasmus’ database. 
 
                                                        use erasmus 
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Now we can define the tables. The structure for the creation of every table is               
similar; therefore we will show an example: 
 
                       CREATE TABLE forum ( 
             id int(7) NOT NULL auto_increment, 
             author varchar(200) NOT NULL default '', 
             title varchar(200) NOT NULL default '', 
             message text, 
             date datetime NOT NULL default '0000-00-00 00:00:00', 
 answers int(11) NOT NULL default '0', 
 identifying int(7) NOT NULL default '0', 
 last_answer datetime default NULL, 
 KEY id (id) 
            ); 
 
5. Application architecture.  
 
This application acts as an interface between the user and the database, so that,  
even a user with no previous databases or who hasn’t used the SQL language  
can make a maintenance of the database contents. 
 
Image 5.1- Application architecture 
However, this system allows edition of the database structure, i.e., a user can modify              
tables by adding information; but a user can never delete or create new tables. The               
following image shows a graphical the application architecture. 
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The application consists of a set of programs with a specific function. In a first step,                
the user encounters an authentication page where he must enter login and password.             
Once authenticated, the application directs the user to a main page that is divided into               
two frames. In the top frame the user can see a menu with links to different programs. In                  
the bottom frame he can observe the forum. At this point, the user is ready to surf the                  
Web application. 
 
5.1. Main functionalities  
 
This section covers the second and most important objective of this project (and the              
one in which we’ve spent more working hours): the design of a website management              
system. 
 
We use data flow diagrams (DFD) to describe the functionality of our application.             
They reflect the origin of the data, its transformations within our application, and where              
they are finally stored. 
 
In the context diagram we can see the outside/foreign entities with which our system              
will work. There are two outside entities: 
 
● Student he is the one responsible of entering messages in the forum, adding new              
bars and restaurants and looking up the information stored in database. 
● Administrator (Admin) he is responsible of entering information about         
countries, cities, universities, degrees, bars and restaurants.  
 
In this diagram, the flow of input and output between the system and external              
entities represents the interactions that take place between both of them. 
 
This section will explain the basic features of each program we created. Each             
program deals with a table. Consequently, each program is responsible for maintaining            
the integrity of one or more tables. 
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 5.1.1. Users Authentication 
Users authentication is carried out jointly by two programs: 
 
● login.php is the form where the user must enter his password and login. 
● loginc.php is the program responsible for establishing a connection with the           
database and, therefore, it verifies and generates a cookie that identifies the user             
and it loads the session time. 
 
Once the user has been validated it can access the page index.php. This page is               
different depending of the kind of user: 
 
● admin: from this page the admin has access to management.php and           
foro.php. 
● student: from this page the student has access to university.php,          
restaurant.php, bar.php and foro.php. 
 
5.1.2. Country management 
 
This manager is responsible for inserting, editing and deleting countries from our            
database (see Diagram 5.1.2.1). The functions defined within this manager can only be             
executed by the administrator user and these functions are implanted in           
management.php.  
 
● Add country: this process is responsible to insert a new country in our             
database. Admin user enters the data that characterize a country          
(Data_Add_Country). 
 
- PRE: within database (Country) there is no other country with          
the same identifier. 
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- POST: the system stores the new country in the database          
(Country). 
  
● Alter country: this process is responsible for modifying the information          
about a country which had previously been saved in our database. Admin            
must enter the identifier of the country that he wants to modify and the new               
data (Data_Alter_Country).  
 
- PRE: within database (Country) there is a country with the same           
identifier. 
- POST: the system stores the new data for the chosen country in            
the database (Country). 
 
● Delete country: this process is responsible for deleting the information about           
a country which had previously been saved in our database. Admin must            
enter the identifier of the country that wants delete (Data_Delete_Country). 
 
- PRE: within database (Country) there is a country with the same           
identifier. 
- POST: the system deletes the country and deletes all the cities,           
universities, degrees, students, bars and restaurants related to        
country.  
 
● Display country: this process is responsible for displaying the information          
about a country which had previously been saved in our database. Admin            
must enter the identifier of the country that he wants to display            
(Data_Display_Country). 
 
- PRE: within database (Country) there is a country with the same           
identifier. 
- POST: the system searches the country within the database and          
returns the data to the admin.  
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Diagram 5.1.2.1 Country Manager DFD 
  
5.1.3. Restaurant manager  
 
This manager is responsible for inserting, editing and deleting restaurants from our            
database (see Diagram 5.1.3.1). The functions defined within this manager can be            
executed by the administrator user and the student user. These functions are implanted             
in restaurant.php, newrest.php, new.php, showrest.php, noteret.php, insertnote.php,       
mrest.php and mrest1.php. 
 
● Add restaurant: this process is responsible for inserting a new restaurant in            
our database. Admin users or Student users enter the data that characterizes a             
bar (Data_Add_ Restaurant).  
 
- PRE: within database (Restaurant) there is no other restaurant         
with the same identifier. 
- POST: the system stores the new restaurant in the database          
(Restaurant). 
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● Alter restaurant: this process is responsible for modifying the information          
about a restaurant which had previously been saved in our database. Admin            
enter the identifier of the restaurant that wants modify and the new data             
(Data_Alter_Restaurant).  
 
- PRE: within database (Restaurant) there is a restaurant with the          
same identifier. 
- POST: the system stores the new data for the restaurant choose           
in the database (Restaurant). 
● Add punctuation restaurant: this process is responsible for inserting a new           
punctuation of restaurant in our database. Student users enter the mark/score           
given to a restaurant (Data_Add_Punctuation_Restaurant). 
 
- PRE: within database (Restaurant) there is other restaurant with         
the same identifier. 
- POST: the system stores the new score of a restaurant in the            
database (Restaurant). 
 
● Delete restaurant: this process is responsible for deleting the information          
about a restaurant which had previously been saved in our database. Admin            
must enter the identifier of the restaurant that he wants to delete            
(Data_Delete_Restaurant). 
 
- PRE: within database (Restaurant) there is a restaurant with the          
same identifier. 
- POST: the system deletes the restaurant from the database.  
 
● Display restaurant: this process is responsible for displaying the information          
about a restaurant which had previously been saved in our database. Admin            
or Student must enter the identifier of the restaurant that they want to display              
(Data_Display_Restaurant). 
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 - PRE: within database (Restaurant) there is a restaurant with the          
same identifier. 
- POST: the system searches the restaurant within the database         
and returns the data to the admin or student.  
  
Diagram 5.1.3.1 Restaurant Manager DFD 
 
5.1.4. Student manager 
 
This manager is responsible for inserting, editing and deleting messages from our            
database (see Diagram 5.1.4.1). The functions defined within this manager can be            
executed by the administrator user and the student user. These functions are implanted             
in register.php, registerc.php, login.php, loginc.php, settings.php, musfor.php and        
musfor1.php. 
 
● Add student: this process is responsible for inserting a new student in our             
database. Student user must enter the data that characterizes a student           
(Data_Add_Student). 
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- PRE: within database (Student) there is no other student with the           
same identifier. 
- POST: the system stores the new student in the database          
(Student). 
  
● Alter student: this process is responsible for modifying the information          
about a student which had previously been saved in our database. Admin or             
Student user must enter the student identifier of the student that they want to              
modify and the new data (Data_Alter_Student).  
 
- PRE: within database (Student) there is a student with the same           
identifier. 
- POST: the system stores the new data for the student choose in            
the database (Student). 
 
● Delete student: this process is responsible to delete the information about a            
student which had previously been saved in our database. Admin must enter            
the student identifier of the student that he wants to delete           
(Data_Delete_Student). 
 
- PRE: within database (Student) there is a student with the same           
identifier. 
- POST: the system deletes the student and deletes all the          
messages.  
 
● Display student: this process is responsible for displaying the information          
about a student which had previously been saved in our database. Admin            
must enter the identifier of the student that he wants to display            
(Data_Display_Student). 
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- PRE: within database (Student) there is a student with the same           
identifier. 
- POST: the system searches the student within the database and          
returns the data to the admin.  
 
Diagram 5.1.4.1 Student Manager DFD 
 
5.1.5. Forum manager 
 
This manager is responsible for inserting, editing and deleting restaurants from our            
database (see Diagram 5.1.5.1). The functions defined within this manager can be            
executed by the administrator user and the student user. These functions are implanted             
in foro.php, formulario.php, agregar.php and respuesta.php. 
 
● Add message: this process is responsible for inserting a new message in our             
database. Admin or student must enter the data that characterizes a message            
(Data_Add_Message). 
 
- PRE: within database (Message) there is no other message with          
the same identifier. 
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- POST: the system stores the new message in the database          
(Message). 
  
● Reply message: this process is responsible for modifying the information          
about a message which had previously been saved in our database. Admin or             
Student must enter the message identifier of the message that they want to             
modify and the new data (Data_Reply_Message).  
 
- PRE: within database (Message) there is a message with the          
same identifier. 
- POST: the system stores the new data for the chosen message in            
the database (Message). 
 
● Delete message: this process is responsible for deleting the information          
about a message which had previously been saved in our database. Admin            
must enter the message identifier of the message that he wants to delete             
(Data_Delete_Message). 
 
- PRE: within database (Message) there is a message with the          
same identifier. 
- POST: the system deletes the message. 
 
● Display message: this process is responsible for displaying the information          
about a message which had previously been saved in our database. Admin or             
Student must enter the message identifier of the message that they want to             
display (Data_Display_Message). 
 
- PRE: within database (Message) there is a message with the          
same identifier. 
- POST: the system searches the message within the database and          
returns the data.  
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Diagram 5.1.5.1 Message Manager DFD 
 
6. Web Site “Erasmus life”. 
 
We created a management system to allow a correct maintenance of our database.             
This system is developed in web environment, i.e., web pages. To the creation of this               
system we have used html, php, SQL and CSS languages. 
 
Access to our web application is restricted to users previously authenticated. Once            
users are authenticated, they can access the home page. On the home page of our system                
users will find on one hand, the forum, where they can communicate with other users,               
and on the other hand, the different choices of information search, i.e., search for              
universities, restaurants and bars all over Europe. Finally, the user can always change             
his account information. 
 
In the next sections we will explain how it has been structured, we also explain               
some interesting details which we believe at the programming level. 
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 6.1. Users Authentication. 
 
A frequent question when developing a website is how to control user’s access to a               
particular area of our website. User authentication can be done in the web server. Thus,               
Apache files “.htaccess” will limit access to a particular server resource. A more             
complex but more flexible is to use PHP with a database to control user access. For this                 
purpose we used the expiring sessions. 
 
The outline of a page that uses sessions to authenticate users can be seen in Table: 
 
<?php  
session_start(); 
 
if(isset($_SESSION["valid_user"])) 
// Code for authorized users 
else 
// Message from unauthorized access 
?> 
 
Table 6.1.1 Session PHP 
 
Our system will only grant access to users using a login and password; an              
unregistered user can not access the content of our system. Among the registered users,              
certain operations have a restrict access. Only the admin user can access these restrictive              
operations. 
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Image 6.1.1 login.php 
 
Within our system in login.php is the users’s authentication and thus at this             
point is when the user session begins (see Image 6.1.1). When a user enters data in the                 
authentication form, several situations may happen:  
● Registered users: 
- if the user & password are validated, the user can access the            
homepage (index.php) 
- if the data isn’t correct, the system shows an error message (see            
Image 6.1.2 ) 
● Unregistered users: the system shows an error message 
 
 
Image 6.1.2 login.php with error message 
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6.2. Users Registration. 
 
Our system is open to new users, anyone can register and become part of the system.                
A new user has to register by filling in a simple form. The main data that the user is                   
asked to fill on the form is the following: (developed in register.php and registerc.php): 
 
● Username 
● Password 
● Real name 
● Surname 
● The user must choose his country 
● The user must choose the city where he studies 
● The user must choose the university where he studies 
● The user must choose the university degree that he studies 
 
When the user selects a country, automatically the system loads the cities of this              
country in the following select combo menu. When the user selects a city automatically              
the system loads all the corresponding universities of this city in the following select              
combo and finally, when the user selects a university automatically the system loads the              
university degrees for this university in the following select combo (see Image 6.2.1).  
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Image 6.2.1 register.php  
 
Finally, when the user enters all the data, the system first verifies that the data is                
correct, if an error occurs, the system will show an error message, and finally, if all the                 
data is correct, the system will load this data into the database and the system will                
redirect the user to the authentication page (login.php). 
 
6.3. Forum. 
 
One of the principal services that our web application offers is the possibility that              
the users could communicate with each other through a forum tool. By means of the               
user by himself users will be able to request help from the rest of users, or to express                  
opinions or simply to share their ERASMUS experiences. 
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Image 6.3.1 index.php 
 
In this image we can see a forum view, we can see the last messages that the users                  
have written in a given date. Each message has the next information: title, author,              
number of answers and date. The title is a link to see the complete message, and the date                  
is the date of the last answer if there is, if not is the date the creation of the message. 
 
Therefore, a user can perform the following actions within the forum: 
 
● Write a new message: when a user selects the option new message (see             
Images 6.3.2 and 6.3.3) the system shows a form. In this form the user will               
write the message and push “send”, so the system will save the message into              
the database and will show the new message into the homepage too.  
 
  
Image 6.3.2 index.php, select new message  
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Image 6.3.3 respuesta.php 
 
● Read messages: when a user wants to see the complete message, he must             
click on the title of the message and the system will show the title, the text of                 
the message and the date (see Image 6.3.4 and 6.3.5). In this new page, the               
user can select reply to the message too. 
 
 
Image 6.3.4 index.php, select read a message 
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Image 6.3.5 foro.php 
 
● Reply to other message: when a user wants to reply to a message, he must               
click on the icon marked in red in the Image 6.3.6. Next, the system will               
show the form when the user can write the answer. This form is the same as                
the one the system shows when a user wants to write a new message, the               
only difference is that the title of the message is already written and in the               
text of the message the text of the original message appears to help us. This               
help of keeping previous message in the body of our answers is possible with              
the help of the variable “citar”: 
 
- when the “citar” value is null then the system knows it is a new              
message (the user select option new message)  
- when the “citar” value is not null the system knows a it is a              
reply (the user select option reply to) 
 
This value is sent from foro.php to respuesta.php through the URL. 
 
 
Image 6.3.6 foro.php, select reply the message 
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Image 6.3.7 respuesta.php, using the variable “citar” 
 
6.4. University Search. 
 
Another important service offered by our web application is the possibility that the             
users know which places of Europe they can study abroad. As we explained in previous               
sections, when the user registers in our system, the system loads the user studies.              
Therefore, this service displays all the European universities which the user can apply to              
study. For each university, the system displays the name of the university, the city and               
the country where the university is located, the spoken language of that country and if               
the euro is used or not.  
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Image 6.4.1 university.php 
If the user wants to know more about a university he should click on the name of the                  
university and enter its website. The same applies for countries (see Image 6.4.1).  
 
6.5. Restaurant Search. 
 
The next service is the restaurant search. Our web application offers the possibility             
for the users to search where they can eat, no matter in which city they are in Europe.                  
The users can add new restaurants into the databases and they may give marks to the                
restaurants where they’ve been with a score and they can see, therefore, the ranking of               
the best restaurants. 
 
Therefore, a user can perform the following actions within the Restaurant: 
 
● Search a restaurant: when a user wants to search a restaurant, he must             
choose the country and the city where he wants to eat. When the user selects               
a country automatically the system loads the cities of this country in the             
following select combo menu. If user forgets to select one of them, the             
system will display an error message. Finally, if user selects the country and             
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the city, the system displays all the available restaurants (see Image 6.5.1)            
that match his selection. 
 
 
Image 6.5 .1 restaurant.php 
 
For each restaurant the system displays the following attributes: name, website (if the             
restaurant has), address, menu (if the restaurant has menu or not), score            
(valuation of the restaurant by users) and vote number (number of users who             
have voted). 
 
● Add a restaurant: when a user wants to add a restaurant he must choose the               
country and the city where the new restaurant is. When the user selects a              
country automatically the system loads the cities of this country in the            
following select como menu. For each new restaurant, the user must enter:            
name, website (if the restaurant has), address, menu (if the restaurant has            
menu or not) and score (valuation of the restaurant by users). In case the user               
forgets to enter one of them, the system will displays an error message.             
Finally, if user enters all the information, the system loads the new restaurant             
in our database (see Image 6.5.2).  
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Image 6.5.2 newrest.php 
 
● Add a score: when a user wants to add a score of a restaurant he first must                 
choose the country, the city and the restaurant. When the user selects a             
country automatically the system loads the cities of this country in the            
following select and, when the user selects a city automatically the system            
loads the restaurants of this city in the following select. Finally, the user             
enters the score and the system loads this information in our database. If the              
user forgets to enter one of them, the system will display an error message              
(see Image 6.5.3).  
 
 
Image 6.5.3 noterest.php 
 
● show restaurant ranking: when a user wants to see the restaurant list with             
their scores must choose the country and the city. When the user selects a              
country automatically the system loads the cities of this country in the            
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following select. Finally, the system displays this restaurant list to the user.            
If user forgets enter one of them, system will displays an error message (see              
Image 6.5.4).  
 
 
Image 6.5.4 showrest.php 
 
6.6. Bar Search. 
 
Our web application offers the possibility that the users could search where they can              
go partying, no matter in which city they are in Europe. The users can add new parties                 
into the databases and they may value the parties where they have been with a score and                 
they can see, therefore, the ranking of the best parties. 
 
Therefore, a user can perform the following actions within the Bar: 
 
● Search a bar: when a user wants to search a party he must choose the               
country and the city where he wants to party. When the user selects a              
country automatically the system loads the cities of this country in the            
following select. If user forgets select one of them, the system will displays             
an error message. Finally, if user selects the country and the city, the system              
displays all the available bars (see Image 6.6.1).  
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Image 6.6.1 pub.php 
 
For each party the system displays: name, website (if the bar has), address, score              
(valuation of the restaurant by users) and vote number (number of users who             
have voted) (see Image 6.6.2). 
 
 
Image 6.6.2 pub.php, result of the search 
 
● Add a bar: when a user wants to add a bar he must choose the country and                 
the city where the restaurant is. When the user selects a country            
automatically the system loads the cities of this country in the following            
select combo menu. The user, for each restaurant, must enter: name, website            
(if the bar has), address and score (valuation of the restaurant by users). If              
the user forgets to enter one of them, system will displays an error message.              
Finally, if user enters all the information, the system loads the new bar in our               
database (see Image 6.6.3).  
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Image 6.6.3 newpub.php 
 
● Add a score: when a user wants to add a score of a party must choose the                 
country, the city and the restaurant. When the user selects a country            
automatically the system loads the cities of this country in the following            
select and, when the user selects a city automatically the system loads the             
bars of this city in the following select. Finally, the user enters the score and               
the system loads this information in our database. If user forgets enter one of              
them, system will displays an error message (see Image 6.6.4).  
 
 
Image 6.6.4 notepub.php 
 
● show bar ranking: when a user wants to see the bar list with their scores               
must choose the country and the city. When the user selects a country             
automatically the system loads the cities of this country in the following            
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select. Finally, the system displays this bar list to the user. If user forgets              
enter one of them, system will displays an error message (see Image 6.6.5).  
 
 
Image 6.6.5 showpub.php 
 
6.7. Account Settings. 
 
Our web application offers the possibility that the user modifies his account. A user              
can modify his password, your email and your studies (see Image 6.7.1). 
Therefore, a user can perform the following actions within the Account Settings: 
 
● Change the password: when a user wants to change his password, he must             
type the old password and the new password. Then, the system verifies if the              
old password is the same than the password loaded into the database. If user              
forgets enter one of them, system will display an error message. In other             
case, the system will display a accept message. 
 
● Change the email: when a user wants to change his email he must enter the               
new email. Then, the system verifies if the new email is not in the database.               
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If user forgets enter data, system will display an error message. In other case,              
the system will display a accept message.  
 
● Change the studies: when a user wants to change his studies, he must             
choose the country, the city, the university and the new university degree.            
When the user selects a country automatically the system loads the cities of             
this country in the following select. When the user selects a city            
automatically the system loads the universities of this city in the following            
select and finally, when the user selects a university automatically the system            
loads the university degrees of this university in the following select. If user             
forgets enter one of them, the system will display an error message. In other              
case, the system will display a accept message.  
 
Image 6.7.1 settings.php 
 
6.8. Management 
 
Our web application offers the possibility that the admin user (only admin user) can              
modify all the information loaded in our database.  
 
Therefore, the admin can perform the following actions within the application           
Management: 
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 ● Change the password: when admin wants to change his password, he must            
type enter the old password and the new password. Then, the system verifies             
if the old password is the same than the password loaded into the database. If               
user forgets enter one of them, system will display an error message. In other              
case, the system will display a accept message (see Image 6.8.1).  
 
 
Image 6.8.1 management.php 
 
● Delete a user and delete a message: when an admin wants to delete a user               
he must first select the user. Then, the system deletes the user of our              
database and all the messages that the user wrote. When admin wants to             
delete a message he must select the user and the message. Then, the system              
deletes the message of our database. If user forgets enter one of them, system              
will display an error message. In other case, the system will display a accept              
message (see Image 6.8.2). 
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Image 6.8.2 musfor.php 
● Delete a country: when an admin wants to delete a country he must select              
the country. Then, the system deletes the country of our database and all the              
cities, restaurants, bars, universities, university degrees, users and messages         
related with this country. If the user forgets enter data, system will display an              
error message. In other case, the system will display an acceptation message  
 
● Add a country: when admin wants to add a country he must enter: name,              
website, currency, language and euro (if the euro is the official currency of             
the country). If the user forgets enter one of them, system will displays an              
error message. Finally, if user enters all the information, the system loads the             
new country in our database (see Image 6.8.3).  
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Image 6.8.3 mcountry.php 
 
● Modify a country: when admin wants to modify the information about a            
country he must enter the data that the admin wants to change: name,             
website, currency, language or euro (if the euro is the official currency of the              
country). Then, the system loads the new data about country in our database             
(see Image 6 .8.3). 
 
● Delete a city: when admin wants to delete a city he must select the country               
and the city. Then, the system deletes the city of our database and all the,               
restaurants, bars, universities, university degrees, users and messages related         
with this city. If user forgets enter data, system will display an error             
message. In other case, the system will display an acceptation message.  
 
● Add a city: when admin wants to add a city he must choose the country and                
admin must enter the city name. If the user forgets enter one of them, system               
will displays an error message. Finally, if the user enters all the information,             
the system loads the new city in our database.  
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● Modify a city: when admin wants to modify the information about city he              
must select the country and the city, and then, admin must enter the data that               
he wants to change: name. Then, the system loads the new data about city in               
our database. 
 
● Delete a restaurant: when admin wants to delete a restaurant he must select             
the country, the city and the restaurant. Then, the system deletes the            
restaurant of our database. If the user forgets enter data, system will display             
an error message. In other case, the system will display an acceptation            
message.  
 
● Add a restaurant: when an admin wants to add a restaurant he must choose              
the country and the city, then, admin must enter: name, website (if the             
restaurant has), address, menu (if the restaurant has menu or not). If the             
admin forgets enter one of them, system will displays an error message.            
Finally, if the admin enters all the information, the system loads the new             
restaurant in our database.  
 
● Modify a restaurant: when admin wants to modify the information about           
restaurant he must select the country, the city and the restaurant, and then,             
the admin must enter the data that he wants to change: name, website (if the               
restaurant has), address, menu (if the restaurant has menu or not). Then, the             
system loads the new data about restaurant into our database. 
 
● Delete a bar: when admin wants to delete a bar he must select the country,               
the city and the bar. Then, the system deletes the bar of our database. If the                
admin forgets enter data, system will display an error message. In other case,             
the system will display an acceptation message.  
 
● Add a bar: when admin wants to add a bar must choose the country and the                
city, then, admin must enter: name, website (if the restaurant has), address. If             
the admin forgets enter one of them, system will displays an error message.             
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Finally, if the admin enters all the information, the system loads the new bar              
in our database.  
 
● Modify a bar: when admin wants to modify the information about bar he             
must select the country, the city and the bar, and then, the admin must enter               
the data that he wants to change: name, website (if the bar has), address.              
Then, the system loads the new data about bar into our database. 
 
● Delete a university: when an admin wants to delete a university he must             
select the country, the city and the university. Then, the system deletes the             
university from our database. If the admin forgets enter data, system will            
display an error message. In other case, the system will display an            
acceptation message.  
 
● Add a university: when admin wants to add a university he must choose the              
country and the city, then, admin must enter: name, website (if the university             
has). If the admin forgets enter one of them, system will displays an error              
message. Finally, if an admin enters all the information, the system loads the             
new country in our database.  
 
● Modify a university: when admin wants to modify the information about           
university he must select the country, the city and the university, and then,             
the admin must enter the data that he wants to change: name, website (if the               
university has). Then, the system loads the new data about university into            
our database. 
 
● Delete a university degree: when admin wants to delete a university degree            
he must select the country, the city, the university and university degree.            
Then, the system deletes the university degree of our database. If the admin             
forgets to enter data, system will display an error message. In other case, the              
system will display an acceptation message.  
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● Add a university degree: when admin wants to add a university degree            
must choose the country, the city and the university, then, admin must enter:             
name. If the admin forgets enter data, system will displays an error message.             
Finally, if the admin enters all the information, the system loads the new             
university degree in our database.  
 
● Modify a university: when an admin wants to modify the information about            
university degree he must select the country, the city, the university and the             
university degree, and then, the admin must enter the data that he wants to              
change: name. Then, the system loads the new data about university degree            
into our database. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
7. Conclusions and future prospects 
 
The size of the project has raised greatly from the initial prototype            
specifications. So a fully functional application has been impossible to develop. Only            
the forum and the search of universities, bars and restaurants’ functionalities have been             
developed. Besides, we’ve had to restrict the number of countries for this initial version.              
For the moment, we have focused on the students of UPM who want to study in Brno.                 
In future extensions of the project will be able to extend the search options (museums,               
theatres, etc.) as much as the information stored in the database (in relation with the               
universities, countries and cities).  
 
During this project we have learned to work with several programming           
languages (php, html, css, sql) together, and we have learned to design and create a               
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Database Management System. Our created manager is able to manage information           
about students, universities, cities, restaurants, bars, messages, etc.  
 
The principal disadvantage (time consuming) has been to learn how to use            
correctly the CSS language, which allows us to change the appearance of the web page               
with the minimal possible changes (i.e: future changes) 
 
The immediate improvement for future extensions of this application would be           
to modify the structure of the bar table and restaurant table to facilitate the extension of                
the database. Therefore, a table should be created to hold different kind of places (from               
bars and restaurants to museums, theatres, etc). Secondly, another table will be needed             
to maintain all the necessary attributes to define all the places and their type. In               
conclusion, we would only need two tables (instead of the present one) to be able to                
represent all the information related to the different places of interest we can think of.               
(see Tables 7.1 and 7.2). 
 
 
 
 
    
PLACE TYPES 
FIELD DESCRIPTION 
Id_Type This attribute refers to the place type within the application. 
Name This attribute refers to the place name (RESTAURANT, BAR,         
MUSEUM...). 
 
Table 7.1 Place Types 
 
PLACE 
FIELD DESCRIPTION 
Id_Place This attribute refers to the place within the application. 
Id_Type This attribute refers to the type of place within the application. 
Address This attribute refers to the place’s address. 
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Score This attribute is used to show the place’s user score/mark  
N_Votes This attribute is used to show the total number of user’s votes. 
Website place’s website, available picture….. 
…… …… 
 
Table 7.2 Place 
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